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Fault-tolerant detection
of a quantum error
S. Rosenblum1,2*†, P. Reinhold1,2*, M. Mirrahimi2,3, Liang Jiang1,2,
L. Frunzio1,2, R. J. Schoelkopf1,2

A critical component of any quantum error–correcting scheme is detection of errors
by using an ancilla system. However, errors occurring in the ancilla can propagate onto
the logical qubit, irreversibly corrupting the encoded information. We demonstrate a
fault-tolerant error-detection scheme that suppresses spreading of ancilla errors by a
factor of 5, while maintaining the assignment fidelity. The same method is used to
prevent propagation of ancilla excitations, increasing the logical qubit dephasing time
by an order of magnitude. Our approach is hardware-efficient, as it uses a single
multilevel transmon ancilla and a cavity-encoded logical qubit, whose interaction is
engineered in situ by using an off-resonant sideband drive. The results demonstrate that
hardware-efficient approaches that exploit system-specific error models can yield
advances toward fault-tolerant quantum computation.

I
n a fault-tolerant (FT) implementation of an
error-corrected quantum circuit, the failure
of a single component results in at most a
correctable error in the output (1). Scalable
quantum computation will require fault tol-

erance for every part of a logical circuit, includ-
ing state preparation, gates, and measurements
(2). The FT detection of quantum errors is a par-
ticularly crucial component, because this opera-
tionmust be performed frequently in any encoded
circuit. Errors are typically detected bymapping
properties of the system, known as error syn-
dromes, onto an ancillary system, which is sub-
sequently measured.
Typically, non–fault-tolerance in a syndrome

measurement arises from errors in the ancilla
that propagate to the logical qubit, where they
can cause uncorrectable errors. A common pro-
posed strategy is to introduce multiple ancillae,
each interacting with a restricted number of
physical qubits that make up a single logical
qubit (3–6). Although this may prevent ancilla
errors from spreading in the system, it comes
at the cost of an increased hardware overhead.
Alternatively, in the Bacon-Shor subsystem ap-
proach (7), ancilla errors are allowed to ac-
cumulate in degrees of freedom that need not
be monitored or corrected. Recently, this type
of syndrome measurement was demonstrated
in both trapped ions and superconducting qubits
by using a four-qubit code that allows error
detection but not error correction (8, 9).
We implement a FT error syndrome measure-

ment by engineering symmetries in the system-
ancilla interaction that make it invariant under
the action of dominant ancilla errors, preventing

their propagation to the system in any form. The
system-ancilla interaction is designed to commute
with the dominant error operators, and thus
errors occurring during the interaction are equiv-
alent to errors occurring afterward. This form of
protection, called error transparency (10), extends
concepts related to decoherence-free subspaces
(11) in order to realize FT operations.
We implement our FT syndromemeasurement

on a logical qubit encoded in a single three-
dimensional superconducting cavity (wc=2p =
4.5 GHz, T c

1 = 1.1 ms). We encode quantum in-
formation using the Schrödinger cat code (12–14),
whose computational basis is given by jCai and
jCiai, which are superpositions of coherent states
jCaiºjai þ j � ai . In our implementation, we
seta ¼ ffiffiffi

2
p

, resulting in amean photon number
of 2. The dominant cavity error, single-photon
loss, causes the photon number parity of both
code words to change from even to odd, with-
out destroying the encoded information. Parity
is therefore the error syndrome, and the informa-
tion can be recovered if the number of parity
jumps is faithfullymeasured. This requires parity
measurements to be performed frequently relative
to the single-photon loss rate. To measure the
parity of the cavity, we dispersively couple the
cavity to an ancilla transmon (wq=2p= 6.5 GHz,
Teg
1 = 26 ms, Teg

2 = 12 ms), which is measured by
using a standard readout chain (see supplemen-
tary text 1). When we consider the first three
levels of the ancilla (jgi,jei, and j f i), this dis-
persive interaction can be represented as (set-
ting ℏ ¼ 1)

Ĥ int ¼ ceâ
†âjeihej þ cf â

†âj f ih f j ð1Þ

where â is the cavity photon annihilation opera-
tor and ce , cf are the cavity frequency shifts for
the respective ancilla states (cg= 0 in this frame
of reference, and in the absence of drivingce=2p=

−93 kHz,cf =2p=−236 kHz). Evolution under this
interaction for a time p=ce= 5.4 ms maps the
parity of the cavity onto the phase of a super-
position jgi þ jei in the ancilla. Performing
Ramsey interferometry on the ancilla to deter-
mine this phase yields an effective quantum non-
demolition measurement of the parity (15, 16).
This paritymeasurement protocol was previously
used to demonstrate error correction at the
break-even point (17), where the error-corrected
lifetime equals that of the best element of the
system.
The main limitation of error-correction based

on the scheme described above is logical errors
induced by spontaneous relaxation of the ancilla
during the parity mapping (17). This can be seen
by considering a jump from jei to jgi during the
p=ce interaction time (Fig. 1A). Although such a
jump prevents one from correctly determining
the photon number parity, it also has the more
harmful effect of completely dephasing the cavity.
Because the jump time is nearly uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and p=ce, the cavity acquires
a phase space rotation uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and p . This imposes an uncorrectable
error with a probability proportional to the num-
ber of parity measurements performed. This cost
forces the designer of an error correction protocol
tomeasure the error syndrome less frequently than
would otherwise be desirable and consequently
reduces the potential achievable lifetime gain.
More generally, the non–fault-tolerance of the
traditional protocol arises because ancilla relaxa-
tion errors do not commute with the interaction
Hamiltonian. In particular, the commutator of
the interaction Hamiltonian with the associated
collapse operator is ½Ĥ int; jgihej� ¼ �ceg â

†âjgihej
(where cij≡ci � cj , for i; j∈fg; e; f g ), which
generates a nontrivial operation on the logical
subspace and is therefore an uncorrectable
error. In contrast, pure dephasing of the ancilla,
which occurs at a comparable rate, does not re-
sult in unwanted cavity decoherence because
the collapse operator (jeihej) commutes with
the interaction. Therefore, the end result of an
ancilla dephasing event during the interaction
is equivalent to an ancilla dephasing event after
the interaction, which clearly does not affect
the logical qubit. The parity measurement is
therefore “transparent” with respect to ancilla
dephasing (10).
We extend this error transparency to include

relaxation by introducing a third level to the
ancilla Hilbert space (Fig. 1B). This provides us
with an additional degree of freedom, allowing
us to maintain the system-ancilla interaction
rate, while zeroing the rate of first-order error
propagation. If we change our initial ancilla en-
coding to a superposition of jgi and j f i (instead
of jgi and jei), the dominant error becomes re-
laxation from j f i to jei (selection rules forbid
direct j f i to jgi transitions). The commutator of
this error (jeih f j) with the interactionHamiltonian
is cfejeih f jâ†â . Because the measurement rate
(which scales with cfg ) is independent of the
dephasing rate (which scales with cfe ), it be-
comes feasible to maintain the measurement
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while removing relaxation-induced dephasing
by choosing a large value of cfg , and cfe= 0. The
desired FT interaction Hamiltonian is therefore

Ĥ
FT
int ¼ cf â

†âðjeihej þ j f ih f jÞ ð2Þ

which clearly commutes with ancilla relaxation
from jf i as well as dephasing events.
In our solution, cfg is fixed by our sample

geometry, and we achieve cfe ¼ 0 by tuning ce
in situ. Our tuning is implemented by using
a sideband tone at a detuning D from the res-
onant frequency wres ¼ whe � wc ¼ 2p� 8GHz.
This results in a driven sideband term Ĥ d ¼
W
2â

†jeihhjeiDt þ h:c: , which couples the levels
je;ni and jh;n� 1i (18, 19), with n the num-
ber of cavity photons and jhi the third ex-
cited ancilla state (Fig. 2A). For the drive
amplitude used throughout this experiment,
the single-photon Rabi oscillation rate is W ¼

2p�1.7 MHz when D ¼ 0 (see supplementary
text 2). When sufficiently detuned (D≫W), we can
approximate this time-dependent Hamiltonian
with the time-independent effective interaction:

Ĥ eff ¼ W2

4D
½â†jeihhj; âjhihej�

¼ cinde ½ðjeihej � jhihhjÞâ†â � jhihhj� ð3Þ

to first order (see supplementary text 3), where
cinde ¼ W2=4D . In our experiment, jhi is never
occupied, and therefore terms involving jhi can
be ignored, leaving a Hamiltonian that has ex-
actly the form of a dispersive interaction, con-
ditioned on the ancilla being in jei. By choosing
the detuning, one can engineer an induced cinde

with either positive or negative sign. Therefore,
we consider the total interaction Hamiltonian
Ĥ int ¼ Ĥ

0
int þ Ĥ eff and the associated disper-

sive interaction rates cj ¼ c0j þ cindj , where the

zero index refers to the undriven case. This
allows for the total cancellation of either c0eg
(at D ¼ 2p� 9:3 MHz, Fig. 2B) or c0fe (at D ¼
2p��6:4 MHz, Fig. 2C), leaving only the
higher-order nonlinear dispersive shift of order
W4=D3≪c0e ; c0f (see supplementary text 3).
The potential of this approach can be demon-

strated by using the tunable cavity-ancilla inter-
action to suppress ancilla-induced shot noise
dephasing in the cavity (20). We achieve this by
choosing a detuning such that cinde ¼ �c0eg ,
yielding ceg ¼ 0 (Fig. 3A). This choice of de-
tuning prevents thermal ancilla excitations from
jgi to jei (which occur on average once every
1.1 ms) from dephasing the cavity, resulting in a
marked increase in the coherence time of a cavity-
encoded qubit (Fig. 3B). If we prepare an initial
stateðj0i þ j1iÞjgiand turn on the sideband drive
with a variable detuning, we can measure the
cavity coherence time (T c

2) as a function ofceg. The
dephasing timeT c

f ðcegÞ ≡ ½1=T c
2 ðcegÞ � 1=ð2T c

1 Þ��1
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Fig. 1. Schematic circuit diagram of a FT parity measurement. Circuit
schematic showing the effect of ancilla energy relaxation on a Schrödinger
cat state (depicted by its Wigner tomogram, left) during a parity map
in both the traditional (A) and FT (B) schemes. In these circuit diagrams,
the lines within a bundle represent the individual states of the associated
mode. Cq ¼ eiqâ

† â represents a cavity phase shift of angle q conditional

on the state of the ancilla. (A) In the non-FT implementation, an error
occurring at time t∈ð0; p=cÞ results in a cavity phase shift of ct. This
completely dephases the cavity state when averaged over t. (B) In the
FT implementation, an error occurring at time t is equivalent to the
same error occurring at the end of the parity map, because the error
commutes with the interaction.

Fig. 2. Canceling the dispersive interaction with a sideband drive.
(A) Cavity-ancilla level diagram. An applied microwave tone (double red

arrows) drives the je; ni, jh;n� 1i transition frequency with Rabi rate
ffiffiffi

n
p

W
and detuning D. The resulting Stark shift changes the effective ce by an

amount W2=4D. (B and C) Spectroscopy of the jgi to jei (B) and jei to jfi
(C) transitions performed with a varying number of photons in the cavity.

ceg (cfe), as well as higher-order nonlinear dispersive shifts can be extracted

from the spread in transition frequencies with respect to photon

number (see supplementary text 3). The indicated crossing points show
where ceg (cfe) is approximately zero, as emphasized by the blue arrows in

the insets depicting the effective level diagram. The dotted lines refer to
the transition frequencies when no sideband drive is applied.
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inferred from these data increases fromTf
cðc0egÞ=

1.1 ± 0.1 ms to Tf
cð0Þ = 14 ± 1 ms when ceg ¼ 0

(Fig. 3B). This demonstration not only show-
cases the effectiveness of the drive in canceling
the system-ancilla interaction, but also shows
that the addition of the drive does not produce
unwanted cavity decoherence at an apprecia-
ble level.
Next, we construct the FT paritymeasurement

protocol by choosing the appropriate detuning D,
such that cinde ¼ þc0fe and therefore cfe ¼ 0. In
this case, we realize the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2,
for which ancilla relaxation from jf i to jei does
not change the evolution of the cavity. To qual-
itatively demonstrate the resulting fault toler-
ance, we follow the protocol in Fig. 4Awith N = 1.
In this experiment, we first prepare an even
Schrödinger cat state with mean photon number
two in the cavity (see supplementary text 5). We
then map the photon-number parity onto the
ancilla in three different ways (Fig. 4, B to D),
as outlined below. We measure the ancilla to
determine the outcome of the parity measure-
ment and reset it to the ground state. Finally,
we perform Wigner tomography on the cavity
to determine the fidelity of the final cavity state
conditioned on the outcome of the parity mea-
surement. To focus on ancilla-induced errors, we
filter out instances in which a photon loss event
occurred (see supplementary text 6).
We demonstrate the advantage of the FT pro-

tocol (PFT) by comparing it with two alternative
protocols: the traditional parity measurement
(Pge ), which uses a jgi þ jei encoding in the
ancilla, andPgf , which uses a jgi þ j f i encoding
but without applying the sideband drive that
zeroes cfe. All three protocols have similar parity
assignment fidelities of 83, 86.5, and 82% forPge,
Pgf , and PFT , respectively. In the absence of
photon loss, the outcome of the parity measure-
ment indicates specific ancilla events during the
paritymapping (see supplementary text 7). In the
traditionalPge protocol, the outcome is either jgi
or jei (Fig. 4B). No-error events result in jgi ,
whereas ancilla dephasing events lead the ancilla
to end up in jei . Relaxation errors cannot be
singled out, as they result in a detection of jgi
or jei with equal probability. Relaxation errors
therefore manifest as a lowered fidelity of the
cavity state for both outcomes, a direct conse-
quence of non–fault-tolerance. We next perform
the Pgf protocol, without applying the sideband
drive (Fig. 4C). To initialize the ancilla in a
jgi þ j f i superposition, we use a g-e p=2-pulse
followed by a e-f p -pulse. We then allow the
system to evolve under the interactionHamiltonian
for a time p=c0fg~ 2 ms so that the cavity phase
space acquires a p rotation conditional on the
photon-number parity. After applying the re-
verse of the ancilla preparation sequence, the
ancilla is in state jgi if no ancilla error has oc-
curred. If a dephasing error occurs, the ancilla
ends up in jei. In contrast to thePge protocol, we
can now distinguish relaxation events, for which
the ancilla ends up in jf i. It is now evident that
dephasing events do not affect the cavity state
(Fig. 4C), whereas a relaxation event, which does

not commute with the interaction, dephases the
cavity state.
Finally, we perform the FT parity mapping

PFT (Fig. 4D). In addition to the sequence of the
Pgf protocol, we now also apply the sideband
drive so that cfe ¼ 0 in the time period between
the two e-f p-pulses. In this case, we see that the
cavity coherence is maintained even in the case
of ancilla relaxation. The modest increase in the
prevalence of dephasing events is a result of a
slightly degraded ancilla dephasing time in the
presence of the strong drive.
In an error-correction setting, the parity of

the logical qubit must be repeatedly measured.
To demonstrate the advantage supplied by the
FT parity measurement in this context, we use
the protocol indicated in Fig. 4A and extract the
final state fidelity as a function of the number of
measurements (N). With an exponential fit, we
can assign a characteristic number of measure-
ments (N0) in which the cavity fidelity decays. At
this point, we can quantify the improvement of-
fered by the FT protocol. We see that N0ðPgf Þ=
N0ðPgeÞ ¼ 2:6T0:2, showing that even without
sideband drive, the Pgf protocol offers some
advantages compared toPge. The first reason is
that the probability of relaxation is lower for
Pgf , because the relaxation time of j f i (24 ms) is
nearly the same as that of jei (26 ms), whereas the
parity measurement time of Pgf (as well asPFT)
is less than half that ofPge. The second reason is
that the cavity is less dephased given that an
ancilla relaxation event occurred, because the
cavity angle is distributed between 0 and pc0fe=
c0fg ¼ 0:6p (as evident from the residual co-
herence after a relaxation event in Fig. 4C). The

FT implementation improves onPgf by a factor
of 2.0 ± 0.1, resulting in a total fault-tolerance
gain of N0ðPFTÞ=N0ðPgeÞ ¼ 5:1T0:3 . We can
compare the observed cavity dephasing rates
with predictions for residual uncorrected errors,
the largest of which are thermal excitation dur-
ing the paritymap and decay during readout (see
supplementary text 9). Monte Carlo simulations
(see supplementary text 8) of how the cavity
phase distribution is affected by these factors
produce fidelity decay curves that are in good
agreement with the observed results. The agree-
ment is best in the case of the non-FT measure-
ments, where cavity dephasing is dominated
by a single well-understood mechanism, namely,
ancilla decay during the parity map. The sim-
ulation underestimates the decay in the FT case,
indicating that there are additional mechanisms
for dephasing that are not captured in our model.
Some of these mechanisms may be explained by
ancilla decoherence induced by the strong side-
band drive.
It is worth emphasizing the distinction be-

tween the FT implementation of an operation,
as demonstrated here, and FT quantum com-
puting architectures. Whereas the former is
assessed in terms of reduction of error propaga-
tion, the latter is commonly interpreted as the
presence of an error threshold, below which the
error rate of a system scales favorably with sys-
tem size. Any FT architecture must contain FT
syndromemeasurements, and therefore they are
a necessary step toward realizing such a system.
We expect FT quantum error correction based

on the presented scheme to substantially enhance
the lifetime of a logical qubit. Further desired
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Fig. 3. Improving the cavity
coherence time by decoupling
the cavity from thermal ancilla
excitations.Whereas a bare cavity is
nearly completely limited by
single-photon loss, a cavity
dispersively coupled to an ancilla
experiences dephasing because
of spontaneous ancilla excitations.
(A) The measured dispersive
interaction (blue markers) varies
as a function of sideband drive
detuning from resonance D as

ceg ¼ c0eg þW2=4D (solid orange line).

(B) Cavity coherence times as a
function of the sideband drive
frequency obtained from cavity
Ramsey experiments. In the absence
of quantum error correction, the
cavity coherence time is limited to
2Tc

1 ~ 2.2 ms (red dot-dashed line).
Without sideband drive, thermal
ancilla excitations limit the cavity
coherence to about 700 ms (dotted
black line). Protection against these excitations starts occurring when jcegj < G=2p (dashed gray lines),

where G ¼ 1=Teg
1 is the ancilla jei to jgi decay rate.This dephasing source is almost entirely removed for

ceg ¼ 0, resulting in a coherence timeT2
cðceg ¼ 0Þ= 1.9ms (solid gray line), close to the ~2-ms limit set by

second-order thermal excitation from jei to jfi (dashed green line).The analytical behavior of the cavity
coherence (orange line, see supplementary text 4) closely matches the observed values.
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improvements are a decreased parity measure-
ment time and extension to higher orders of
FT protection. For instance, by using four instead
of three ancilla levels, we can protect against
relaxation errors up to second order, or alterna-

tively, against both relaxation and thermal
excitations to first order. However, more study
is needed to allow for the required increase
in drive power without degrading the system
coherence.

Although our results were demonstrated in
the context of cat-code error correction, the
methods used are applicable in a broader con-
text. In many other implementations, the used
qubits are in effect nonlinear multilevel sys-
tems, whose interactions can be modified with
similar techniques. Introducing symmetries in
those interactions as a hardware-efficient ap-
proach to fault tolerance can reduce the com-
plexity required for minimizing the spread of
errors from component to component.
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of a fault-tolerant parity measurement. (A) Circuit protocol characterizing
the parity syndrome measurement and tomography (see supplementary text 5 and 6) of the
resulting cavity state. We start by initializing the cavity in jCai. After every parity map P (indicated in
blue), we perform a three-outcome ancilla readout and reset the ancilla using p-pulses (Rp). The parity
measurements are implemented in three different ways as shown in (B) to (D). To focus on ancilla
errors, the tomography includes parity measurements used to filter out photon loss. (B to D). Wigner
tomography of the cavity state conditioned on the outcome of a single parity measurement (N = 1).
The outcome (shown in the bottom right of each Wigner plot) informs us about ancilla behavior
during the parity mapping (top, see supplementary text 7). The prevalence of this outcome is indicated
in the top right. For each Wigner tomogram, a state fidelity F (shown in the top left) is given, each
with statistical error smaller than 0.01. The fidelity of the initial cat state is ~0.95 owing to imperfections
in state preparation and tomography. For Pge(B) and Pgf (C), ancilla relaxation results in a dephased
cavity state, whereas for PFT (D), the logical qubit is preserved. (E) Fidelity versus number of
measurements (N) for the three types of parity measurement. The dotted lines are simulated
fidelities extracted from Monte Carlo trajectories (see supplementary text 8), and the dashed lines

are exponential fits to the data FðNÞ ¼ Ae�N=N0 þ c with A~ 0.56 and c ~ 0.37 for all curves.
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operations and more complex entangled quantum circuits.
frequent interrogations of the state of the logical qubit, ultimately leading to the implementation of more quantum
fault-tolerant measurement of an error-correctable logical qubit. Such fault-tolerant measurements will allow more 

 used higher quantum states of a superconducting-based quantum circuit to demonstrate a method for theal.
etsystem. A reliable quantum processor will need to be able to correct for these errors and error syndromes. Rosenblum 

Noise and imperfections in a quantum system can result in the presence and propagation of errors through the
Fault-tolerant quantum coding
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